Kaltura Virtual Classroom provides an easy-to-use experience, available as standalone or integrated into your LMS. With one click, instructors and learners can engage as if they are in the same room, no installation needed! Engage learners through interactive tools like a digital whiteboard, screen sharing, breakout rooms, shared notes, quizzes and more in an environment fully branded for your institution. Whether you’re teaching, conducting office hours, tutoring, or part of a study group – Kaltura Virtual Classroom is your dedicated learning environment.

Be There In A Click
One click to join virtual classrooms where participants interact face-to-face from anywhere and on any device. No downloads or installations required.

Prepare Class In Advance
With persistent virtual spaces, instructors can prepare their rooms ahead of time, customize and brand them, leave, come back, and continue where they left off.

Engage With Interactive Tools
Fun and collaborative tools like whiteboards, quizzes, and Q&A keep students focused and actively participating. Breakout rooms allow for smaller group interactions.

Manage The Classroom
Instructors can easily manage classroom interactions with advanced moderation controls and use attention indicators to bring focus back to the content.

Integrated With Your Systems
As part of the Kaltura platform, your meetings are easily integrated into your learning management system (LMS) and other platforms and workflows.

Learn At Your Own Pace
With cloud recording, automatic transcription, editing, and analytics, students can quickly catch up on what they missed or review the material, directly in the LMS.
Key Features

Cutting Edge Video Conferencing

• Browser-based (WebRTC) meeting, no download or installation needed.
• Screen sharing.
• Telephony.
• Active speaker focus.

Enrichment And Sharing Tools

• Captions, transcriptions, and translations.
• Session analytics and attendance information.
• Intelligent VOD search with AI-based automatic captioning and advanced metadata.
• Reuse content with video editing, chapters, VOD quizzes, hotspots, interactive learning paths, and more.

Interactive Features

• Attendee chat and moderated Q&A.
• HD video playback.
• Collaborative whiteboards.
• Shared notetaking that can be downloaded.
• Shared content playlists for files, videos, presentations, and more.
• Quizzes and polls.
• Up to 30 breakout rooms.

Made For Learning

• Integrated with all major LMS platforms.
• Persistent classroom.
• Brandable look & feel.
• Moderator chat for instructors only.
• Seamless cloud recording automatically shared in course galleries.
• Moderator controls with granular student permissions.
• Attention indicators & advanced engagement analytics.

The Kaltura Video Cloud powers any video experience for any organization. Our broad set of solutions power video for hundreds of millions of viewers at home, at work, and at school.

To learn more, go to: www.kaltura.com